No Ifs, Buts or Maybe’s
One of the characteristics of more conservative understandings
of Christianity is certainty. It does feel that on whatever question
of theology (understanding God), Biblical interpretation (how
we read the Bible), liturgy (how we worship), ecclesiology (how
we organise church life), or daily life, a very clear response is
readily available. For those with liberal, or from the wide middle
-ground of Christianity, certainty can feel hard to come by.
When we are faced with an issue or question more often than
not we can come up with an answer, but then we tend to think
around our answer and come up with exceptions, differing
views, and examples in which we’ve acted or said the opposite.
Life is exceedingly complicated, and at times it’s hard to get our
heads around. That is true, and how we respond in faith to life
must take into account its complexity if we are to live with
integrity and honesty. But do we have to start with complexity?
If we start with complexity then we will tie ourselves up in knots
and be buried in the paperwork that arises when we try to
grapple with it. We do need structure and order in life to help us
all cope, but we need to start simply and hold that idea
throughout any detailed explorations and reflect upon it at the
end. As a denomination we are being encouraged to explore
Radical Welcome and hopefully the soon to be produced
Welcoming Church programme from the Synod will support us
in it. The simplest expression of Radical Welcome is that
everyone is welcome. The simple statement gets immediately
complicated when we start thinking about the variety and
diversity implied by everyone, and the variables, preferences,
contradictions, and fallibilities inherent within welcome.
But we start from the simple and look at how we greet people,
what our building says to them, how accessible our worship or
activities are, how we express and share how being Church is
important to us, and seek to engage what people are looking for
that we can connect with. All that before we even start
contemplating any of the stereotypes we have of possible
people who could turn up.

We welcome as Christ would welcome, and work through the
complications later. If we start with complexity then we can end
up having arguments about possibilities and completely miss
the challenges and opportunities before us. If we start simply
then we can concentrate on the real issues and questions that
are right before us. Looking at what we see every day which we
don’t always see beyond the outward appearances of.
Discovering those that walk past us because they don’t believe
we have anything to offer them.
Part of this is creating space for everyone to share their questions and to share the stories of how they felt the first time they
came along. It also can be an exercise in imagination as we try
to put ourselves in someone else’s shoes and try to look afresh
at the place that we know so well. It can also mean talking to
users of the building, our neighbours, and finding out what they
think.
Offering a Radical Welcome is a simple idea, and we can be
certain that it is a worthy ambition of a community of Christ’s
followers to do, and our exploration of it begins in small and
simple ways which may lead us down complicated paths. We
travel these paths together, trusting in God, following Christ,
and relying on the Spirit to guide, encourage and affirm us.
Of this we can be certain.
With every blessing, Rev’d David R. Coaker
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CHURCH ACTION ON POVERTY
Due to a production mishap in the last magazine, as well as the
pair of blank pages created by having two few pages of material
(things just have to be in multiples of four!), the top few lines of pages 11 and 16 did not appear This meant that Dave‘s advert for the
current DVD series on ‖The Heart of Christianity‖ did not have the
intended link with being aimed at prospective Church members: the
Christian Aid Collection appeal on page 16 was untitled and did not
have the introduction from Ernest about somehow finding out that he
had been recognised by Christian Aid as our church‘s link person This
last ‗appointment ‗ means that postal material from Christian Aid
needs to be shared rather than seen as semi junk mail to go with all
the many appeals that the Wrennall household gets virtually day
As the final paragraph on page 17 of the last magazine states I
now find that material received from Church Action on Poverty comes
to me in the same non-personal way. This worthy charity – or rather
pressure group-dates from the old ‗Church and Society‘ group in Glyn
Eatock‘s time and is the organisation represented by its ‗tongues of
fire‘ logo on the pulpit banner.
This Manchester based organisation has strong URC links as its
National Coordinator, Niall Cooper, is from the URC and writes a
monthly page in ‗Reform‘. The recently arrived copy of its quarterly
journal, ―Spark‖, is eloquent about the impact of cuts and changes in
the benefit system, about food banks, living wages, food and fuel
poverty, the effect of the change to Universal Credit and the way
church congregations can get involved in worship, in financial and in
putting pressure on to decision makers. There were worship
resources for Pentecost Sunday (too late for us this year!) and
reports on actions taken by some churches and local CAP groups.
There was also word of a very generous legacy from an Anglican canon.
This sounds very political and, indeed , it needs to be for that is
where life changing decisions are made and where caring love, as an
option, needs to be presented to those who think of Profits rather
than listen to Prophets
I have one copy of ‗Spark‘ See me if you wish to borrow it.
Ernest Wrennall
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FAMILY NEWS
Becky Cochrane and her partner Jake wish to thank
everyone for the cards and gifts on the birth of their son
Riley. They were very much appreciated.
Ann Gill, Mrs Park and the family wish to thank everyone
for their lovely cards, calls and kind words on the death of
Ann‘s father.
Arnold and Olwyn Rayton wish to thank everyone for
flowers, cards and good wishes on the occasion of their
Golden Wedding in March and also Frank McGuire for the
photograph. Thanks also to the Guild for sharing memories
with us and to Ernest for all the facts and figures of 50
years ago!
We send our love to the following babies who have been
welcomed into our church fellowship.
March 24th. . Willow Marie Singleton, baby daughter of
Issis and Dean.
April 7th.
Zara Madeleine Hampton, baby daughter of
Hilary and John
April 28th
Leonidas John, baby son of Paula and Dean
th
May 5
Mason Reid Walker
Our minister took all these services.
Congratulations to Mike and Jan Chapman on the birth of
their first grandchild, James Christopher, baby son of
David and Sarah Chapman,
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Congratulations to Stacey Ann Mary Maguire and Ian
Edward Eastwood who were married by our minister in our
church on Sunday 31st March. Also to Lisa Crump and
Daniel Franks who were married on Sunday May 5th at
Mitton Fold and to Emma Porter and Andrew Turvey who
were married at Bolton School on 25th May. Emma is the
eldest daughter of Ann and David Gill.
We congratulate Sally Dempsey who passed her Grade Two
Flute exam (with High Merit). Not to be outdone we
congratulate her brother William who is goal keeper for
Brinscall Village under 9s Football Team (the Reds!) which,
though in the Third Division, reached the final of the
Challenge Cup competition where they narrowly lost to
Ribble Wanderers from the Premier Division by three goals
to two. The Reds finished as league runners-up, just one
point behind a team from Longridge despite having beaten
them recently by four goals to one. They will be receiving
their medals from the Mayor of Chorley at a presentation
ceremony in Chorley Town Hall.
We remember in our prayers our church friends who have
been in hospital having treatment or have been unwell at
home. Malcolm Birrell, Bob Kay, June Kay, Jean Emery,
Doris Holt, Alys Blackhurst, Stella Eccleston, Les North,
Linda Barnes and Edna Harvey.
Also we offer support to Lois Porter, Linda Kay and Lesley
Lowe who are concerned about the health of parents and to
Jan Chapman whose brother is very ill.
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Forthcoming ‘special’ birthdays.
Mary Taylor will be 90 on June 10th.
Ivor Pugh will be 80 on June 30th
Ernest and Marjorie Wrennall will be 80 on July 17th and
29th respectively.
We hope they all have a lovely day.
We congratulate our good friend Mavis from the Mavis
Berry and Helen Allen School of Dance which Mavis began
as a teenager in our church hall in 1953 and now celebrates
its Diamond Jubilee. Mavis, who now runs the school with
her daughter Helen, has made a great contribution to the
church in very many ways and we thank her for the help
that she has given to us.
We extend our love and sympathy to the family of Albert
Draper who died on April 16th. Albert, a keen musician, had a
remarkable war record but we know him best as an almost
ever-present worshipper in our church.. Our minister took
his funeral service before the interment in the grave where
his wife rests and which he visited virtually every day.
We also offer sympathy to Anne Stewart and family on the
death of Anne‘s mother Margaret Fishwick who died on
April 30th. Her funeral took place at Charnock Richard
Crematorium on 14th May. Margaret had been a loyal
member of the church specially concerned with the
Women‘s Guild , and for many years was a regular Rambler
and Plodder with the church groups. The church was well
represented at the funeral service.
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At the recent Financial Church Meeting our
Treasurer, Jackie Cochrane presented the church
accounts for 2012 which we were pleased to accept. In
her report, she paid tribute to the help that she receives
from Linda Crump in handling the banking and the Gift
Aid side of things and Ian Dempsey for acting as auditor.
We add our thanks to hers– but more than that, we wish
to thank Jackie herself for the absolutely tremendous
work which she does throughout the year. She does a
marvellous job for us and we are indeed grateful. She is
not just a treasurer, she is herself an absolute Treasure.

CAKE STALL

OUR NEXT CAKE STALL WILL BE
ON 15TH JUNE (Leyland Festival)
All donations gratefully received

ITEMS FOR NEXT MAGAZINE
AUGUST/SEPTEMBER 2013 TO LINDA KAY BY 21ST JULY
AT THE LATEST PLEASE
Email: lindakay@blueyonder.co.uk
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RECENT HAPPENINGS
Future generations of potential church historians will
delight in being able to consult accounts of the church
activities such as the following in order to see what
‗ordinary‘ people were up to in the last part of the Second
Elizabethan Age. So what happened in the Spring of 2013?

Plods and Rambles
In April, on a perfect day of sunshine, our ramblers,
led by Arnold Rayton, explored the Wrea Green area of the
mid Fylde. We met at the home of Arnold‘s son, Stephen
near Ribby Hall and where we also enjoyed refreshments
prepared by Louise on our return. It was an absolutely
perfect walk
The May ramble to Sizergh Castle and Levens in
southern Cumbria which was planned and led by David Lamb
threatened to be an absolute washout. The forecast was
for torrential rain but in the end we had an excellent walk
with no real rain at all. True we had mud but it was quite a
spectacular walk in an area hardly known to any of the nine
walkers There was plenty to excite the wildlife enthusiasts
(including an incredible field of ant hills) and spectacular
views across the Lythe Valley which made David‘s promised
―uppity bits‖ worthwhile.
The Pensioner‘s Plod for April was a very local one
with a walk round the entire perimeter of Worden Park led
by Ernest. Because of a lengthy rain free period we were
able to follow woodland paths normally too boggy to
attempt. We met and ate at the Eagle and Child hostelry
which became the first such place to greet us with
complementary tea and coffee as we assembled to order
our meals for later.
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The May Plod was also led by Ernest in the Heskin area near
Eccleston with food taken at the Farmers Arms.
Unfortunately it rained heavily so only half the brave souls
who turned up actually did the walk and ploughed through
the mud while the other half had leisurely morning coffee
etc in the Barn farmers market.
The Spring Fair on the morning of Saturday April 6th
was quite well supported and a pleasing number of ‗outside‘
visitors were present. Rather more care had been taken
with the presentation of the various stalls and this probably
paid off in the sales figures. We thank all concerned
perhaps especially those who baked and marmaladed or
provided the Raffle and Tombola prizes which remain our
most profitable outlets. About £650 was made which is not
bad for an event which is really just a Fund Raising Group
effort rather than an event taken up by the whole church
congregation.
It was Leyland‘s turn to host the joint Maundy Thursday communion service with members from the congregation
of Dave‘s other church at Penwortham. However the
combined attendance was rather disappointing to say the
least. By contrast on Good Friday morning our church was
virtually full both upstairs and down as we hosted the
service which was the climax of the Churches Together in
Leyland walk of witness. For the first time the procession
from St Mary‘s had a series of costumed tableaux of some
of the Stations of the Cross en route. Because our minister
had to lead worship in Penwortham Ernest had the privilege
of leading the service at Leyland – quite a daunting challenge
as a lay preacher with so many of the town‘s ordained clergy.
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All went well however with Jackie projecting the hymns and
John Wilson standing in at the keyboard as the procession
arrived at our church well before the time Janet had been
asked to attend. Following the service there were refreshments in the church hall and we thank Linda, Lorna, Lesley
and Ann for coping so well with the multitude.
On Wednesday April 24th our Guild acted as hosts to a
good number of ladies from other United Reformed
Churches in the old Fylde District. We did this very
efficiently with a good plated tea served in church as the
Church Hall was already in use. Before that there was a
Service conducted by Revd Shirley Farrier and Communion
at which, as is custom, the host church‘s minister presides.
So David, as one of the few gentlemen present, played his
part. We thank Shirley for a splendid act of worship as
well as all the ladies who played their part in the service
and in the catering
It should be noted that the District Women‘s organisation
relies very much on Leyland leadership as June Kay is President and Mollie Ward is Secretary. They do a splendid job
and June, helped very much by Bob, has already travelled
widely to visit, and speak at, ladies groups in churches as
far away as Hambleton, Penwortham and at least three
places in Blackpool.
Ernest Wrennall
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GARDENING
We had a very nice May Day weekend but not much in the way
of sunshine and warmth since. However things are now growing
in the garden, the lawns are being cut and the weeds are
appearing fast. Keep the hoe going at regular intervals so that
the weeds are kept under control.
Make the most of enjoying the spring flowers while they last and
look around in gardens now for ideas for next year. Visit garden
centres and see what is available, you will see a wide range of
produce on offer.
Do not be in too big a hurry to buy or plant out summer bedding
plants until the weather warms up. Always harden off plants first
to minimise losses.
In a earlier magazine I wrote about bees being in decline
possibly by insecticides getting into their food chain. The E.U.
have this week banned the use of certain chemicals in the
garden in a bid to stop the decline.
The best flowers that we can grow for sustaining bees and
butterflies are anything that is a single rather than double
flowered. There are a wide range of daisy type flowers such as
marigolds, asters, rudbeckia, helenium and heliopsis.
Other plants with single flowers are clematis, dahlias and
chrysanthemums.
Enjoy your garden.

Eddie
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CHURCH AND WORSHIP DIARY FOR JUNE 13
Sun
Tues
Thur
Sun

2nd
4th
6th
9th

Worship led by Anne Oakden
10.30am
Amnesty International
7.30pm
‗Heart of Christianity‘ DVD at the Manse
7.30pm
Worship led by the Minister
10.30am
Communion
th
Mon 10
Fabric Committee
7.30pm
th
Thur 13 ‗Heart of Christianity‘ DVD at the Manse
7.30pm
th
Sat 15 Leyland Festival (*1)
Cake stall
Ramble in the Appley Bridge area.
th
Sun 16 Worship led by Henry Rose
10.30am
th
Wed 19 Pensioner‘s Plod,
Sat 22nd Church outing to Ambleside (*2)
Sun 23rd Worship led by the Minister
10.30am
Parade
Mission Boxes to be received.
th
Thur 27 Elders meeting
7.30pm
th
Sat 29 Synod ‗Big Day Out‘(*3)
10 30am to 6.30pm
th
Sun 30 Worship led by Yvonne Hawkins
10.30am

(*1) Leyland Festival procession will pass our church and
this provides an excellent (and profitable) opportunity to
show the expected crowds that we are geared to be a
focal point of the community.
(*2) The coach will depart from outside the Leisure
Centre at 11.30am (please check this ) to go to Ambleside
for the Bowls competition (or other activity of your
choice) before a meal at an Ambleside hotel.
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(*3) The Synod ‘Big Day Out‘ is for members of church
fellowships throughout the whole North Western Synod.
There is a great selection of varied activities from
10.30am to 6.30pm and, rather than the scattered and
often open air nature of the splendid Big Day Out at
Morecambe two years ago, the one site under cover nature
of the Norbreck Castle Hotel should eliminate potential
weather problems. We could do with four volunteers for
the Quiz team competition and we urgently need some
volunteer to prepare an A1 size poster to illustrate the
kind of church we are. It is unlikely that we will have a
coach but car sharing is a possibility .
If you are interested have a word with Ann Gill, Linda
Barnes or Ernest Wrennall (who went to the last such
event and had a super time.)
CHURCH AND WORSHIP DIARY FOR JULY 13
Tues 2nd Amnesty International
7.30pm
th
Sat 6
Ramble (and Barbecue)
th
Sun 7 Worship led by Revd Nigel Lemon
10.30am
th
Mon 8
Record ‗Talking Reform‘ at Galloways
12 noon
th
Sun 14
Worship led by the Minister
10.30am
Communion
Church meeting after the service
th
Wed 17
Pensioner‘s Plod
st
Sun 21
Worship led by Revd Geoff Tolley
10.30am
th
Thur 25 Elders meeting
7.30pm
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LAST NIGHT OF THE PROMS 2013
This years performance before a virtually full house
audience was magnificent. People are accustomed to something special and they were not disappointed by what was on
offer. Once again the splendid Lostock Hall Brass Band was
there in strength and were in fine form. They clearly enjoy
playing to a capacity audience who respond so well and we
appreciate the way in which they are content to allow the
other artistes share the programme time so freely. These
solo performers were Heather Bailey (flute) making a welcome return visit and Lewis Hampson, a very impressive and
confident singer who will surely go far.
Pride of place goes to Victoria Ward and Ivan Sharpe
who once again were willing to travel from London to share
their magnificent voices in operatic and musical theatre
selections which were thrilling to the ear. There was
audience participation in the traditional Songs of Praise
section introduced by a one man version of the LURC Singers
and most of all in the Union Jack waving ‗Land of Hope and
Glory‘ type music of the full Royal Albert Hall ‗Last Night‘
finale.
A great night , and a profitable one bringing over
£1700 to swell church funds- I took the opportunity to
thank those involved and it is equally appropriate to repeat
that ‗thank you‘ to end this report. This is what was said
.
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―First a special word of thanks to all who played a part

In this celebration of the best of music‘s art
The artists you‘ve already clapped until your hands are sore
In fact I‘ve heard a voice or two that said ‗Encore, Encore‘
So one more time for Vicky, Ivan, Lewis, Heather too
And of course the Brass Band here - its been a splendid
‗do‘.
But others too have been involved; deserve applause as well
Made the brew, washed up, box-officed and made tickets
sell
Worked with the screen, the sound folk too- or saw to the
décor
Probably I have missed a few and should have mentioned
more
Like the one who did the planning and negotiations too
I mean of course dear Mollie Ward – we owe so much to you
So if you have enjoyed the night, to show appreciation
Put your hands together now and give one last ovation.‖
Ernest Wrennall
WE ARE NOT AMUSED– ARE WE?
The Associated minister unveiled the church's new
campaign slogan last Sunday ‗I upped my Pledge—Up Yours‘!
Potluck supper Sunday at 5pm—prayer and medication to
follow.
The eighth graders will be presenting Shakespeare‘s Hamlet
in the church basement Friday at 7pm. The congregation is
invited to come attend this tragedy.
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Sixth Lancashire Churches Sponsored
Ride and Stride
Saturday 14th September, 2013
The National Churches Trust bike ride and stride has
become an annual event in many part of the country.
Riders / striders are sponsored to visit churches across
their county, the money raised being divided between the
Trust and a church chosen by the rider. In 2008, a group
of cycling enthusiasts from different churches in Preston
set up the first such ride in Lancashire, and it has been
steadily growing since.
It is an opportunity for anyone to get out on their bike, or
walk, with friends, family, as a church group, or alone; to
have a nice day cycling – or walking – on quiet roads in lovely surroundings in the country or town; to visit some interesting churches, including those nearby they might not
have visited; and to raise money to help with the upkeep of
our local churches.
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This event is part of the Hope initiative, encouraging
local churches to work together to serve their local
communities and to live out more actively the good
news of God’s love.
Riders will receive a warm welcome in the churches, and
some will have refreshments and toilet facilities available.
Since last year there is the added element that the GUILD
WHEEL, a 21 mile cycle route around Preston, is open, and
several churches are located close by the wheel. As last
year, we are also planning to hold a service of thanksgiving
at the Brockholes nature reserve, which is also on the
route of the Guild wheel.
Churches in Preston and across the Fylde will be open to
welcome riders and walkers and to sign them in, between 10
am and 5 pm. There is no set route; a map and a list of
churches is provided at the website, and using these you
can choose your own route, visiting as many or as few
churches as you wish.

However, why not devise a route joining your church
with others close by? This could even be used as a
prayer walk / ride.
Sponsor forms and maps are available at the website – final
details from early June http://
www.rideandstrideuk.org/2012/08/lancashire/
or from Peter Lumsden
(pjlumsden58@gmail.com);

mob 07929270753).
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THE GIFT
From the makers of the acclaimed genealogy series
Who Do You Think You Are?, and the hit family reunion
series Long Lost Family, The Gift (working title) is an
inspirational new programme for BBC One that helps
people express their gratitude or make amends.
Is there someone who has changed the course of your life
forever? Someone you never got the chance to thank
properly? Or someone you‘ve wronged in the past who you
feel a burning need to apologise to? Do you long to talk to
them but can‘t find the courage to do it alone?
What if you‘ve lost touch with them altogether?
Living with an unpaid debt of gratitude or a long overdue
apology can be an enormous burden. For many thousands of
people across Britain, it‘s often impossible to move on until
you‘ve had the chance to express your feelings in person.
The Gift is the programme that can help. From tracking
down the stranger who saved your life to helping you build
bridges with people who you‘ve seriously wronged in past,
The Gift can end the years of guilt, worry or longing and
finally let you begin to find closure.
With a team of professional mediators, psychologists and
experts in tracing people, The Gift will document the
stories of people who want to seek forgiveness or express
their gratitude and need our help to do so.
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We‘ll track down the people they want to find, support
them as they prepare for a face to face meeting, and film
them selecting a gift, which might be a token of thanks or
to make amends.

The Gift is planned for broadcast by BBC One in a prime-

time mid-week slot and will be presented by a well known
TV personality.
Wall to Wall Television is one of the UK‘s leading
production companies, with a reputation for producing
ground-breaking, intelligent and sensitively made television
content. Programmes include the internationally acclaimed
genealogy series Who Do You Think You Are?, and the hit
family reunion series Long Lost Family, as well as awardwinning TV drama The Girl, and entertainment phenomenon

The Voice UK.

For further information please contact:

Rachel Ozers
Wall to Wall Television
0207 424 7703
thegift@walltowall.co.uk
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THE MITE SCHEME
It was in May 1990, at the instigation of Glyn Eatock,
that our (then monthly) Church meeting changed it‘s format
so that, when general business was out of the way, the
members joined the sub group of their choice to
concentrate on one of four different aspects of church life.
One of these was the World Church group, which I led, and
which was aimed at building up awareness of the Christian
faith in other lands while the existing Mission Committee
concentrated on money raising to support the overseas
mission work of the URC.
At this first meeting of the group consideration was
given to a letter in ‗Reform‘ from Roy Barnett of a
Northamptonshire church who described how his church
collected the then fairly new 5p coins to support a UNICEF
campaign to combat the enormous death rate from
diarrhoea among children who do not have a pure water
supply. Roy Barnet called these coins ‗Widow‘s Mites, having
found that 5p would pay for a sachet of salt /sugar which
could save a life. So we began the scheme which we
introduced to our congregation on July 8th with a specially
written Diarrhoea playlet.
The idea caught on and, largely through our advocacy,
spread to other churches including Leyland St Mary‘s. So
every Sunday people bring 5p ‗widow‘s mite‘ coins , place
them in the tin, which is dedicated with the offering and
the following Sunday the number of ‗lives saved‘ by the
previous weeks giving is printed on the notice sheets.
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Les North, a founder member of the Group, agreed to act
as treasurer of the scheme by counting and banking the
money and sending the amounts received by cheque to Mr
Barnett. That was nearly quarter of a century ago and Mr
Barnett some time ago passed on the national ‗Widows
Mite/ UNICEF‘ coordinator role to another dedicated
Northamptonshire person.
Sadly our own Les North
feels that now is the time for him to do the same and we
thank him so very much for 23 years of dedicated service.
Many hundreds of thousands of fiddly little coins have
been dealt with – and many thousands of children‘s lives
have been saved . We need someone to take over and
handle this essential act of service. Les made it a labour
of love: a privilege rather than a duty. If you feel you could
respond, have a word with your Elder or our minister, but
please do so quickly. Children‘s lives are at stake.
Ernest Wrennall
VOLUNTEERS WANTED
There are members of the
congregation who rely on volunteer
drivers so that they can attend
worship. Due to changed
circumstances we are unable to
continue this
service every week without
perhaps two more motorists who
are willing to go on the rota once
every month,
If you can help please see Marjorie
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FLOWER LIST FOR JUNE/JULY
2nd June
9th June
16th June
23rd June
30th June

7th July
14th July
21st July
28th July

Ann Gill—Memories of Joyce
The Ward family—Memories of loved ones
Brenda Hulmes—Memories of father
Graham Kilmartin—Memories of Joan, mum
and sister
Shaun, Janet and family—Memories of
George, & Pat Calman
Enfys, Gwilym and family, Elaine, Frank,
Janet and families
Loving memories of parents
Bob Kay—Memories
Neil and Jean Fow Memories
Brenda Holmes—Memories of Geoffrey
Lionel Glover—Memories of Marjorie
Memories of John and Isobel White from
the family

FOOD BANK

We are collecting items of food to donate to St
Mary’s food bank.
Lists of appropriate food items are available in
church and it is hoped that this will become a
regular weekly activity
Please look out for details in church and try to
support this worthwhile initiative.
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ROTAS FOR JUNE
Steward

Lessons

Flower Distribution

2ND

Stella Eccleston

Sarah Goldson
Mollie Ward

Jan Chapman

9th

Frank McHugh

Linda Barnes
Stella Eccleston

Marjorie Wrennall
Alison Dempsey

16th

Julie Keys
Rhys Pownall

Arnold Rayton
Jackie Cochrane

Linda Barnes
Lois Porter

23rd

Irene Entwistle

Uniformed
Organisations

Sylvia Bairstow
Mollie Ward

30th

Barbara McHugh

Jan Chapman
Mollie Ward

Jan Chapman
Jackie Cochrane

If you need to change your place on the Lessons rota please arrange
you own swop and then let Stella Eccelston know

SUNDAY REFRESHMENTS FOR JUNE
2nd

Ann Gill

Lorna Bowling

9th

Brenda Farrer

Irene Entwistle

Sylvia Bairstow

Mollie Ward

16th
23rd

Uniformed Organisations

30th

Lesley Lowe

Lois Porter

SATURDAY CAFÉ JUNE
1ST

No coffee morning

8th

Linda Barnes

Jackie Cochrane

15th

Sylvia Bairstow

Mollie Ward

22nd

Brenda Farrer

Irene Entwistle

29th

Ann Gill

Lois Porter
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ROTAS FOR JULY 2013
Stewards

Lessons

Flower distribution

7th

Linda Crump

14th

Eddie Reynolds

Ann Gill
Stella Eccleston
Stephen Crump
Linda Kay

Barbara McHugh
Linda Crump
Linda Barnes
Lois Porter

21st

Stella Eccleston

Ian Dempsey
David Holmes

Marjorie Wrennall
Alison Dempsey

28th

Marjorie
Wrennall

Arnold Rayton
Lesley Lowe

Sylvia Bairstow
Mollie Ward

(4th
Aug)

June Kay

Jackie Cochrane
Ann Gill

Jan Chapman
Jackie Cochrane

SUNDAY REFRESHMENTS FOR JULY 2013
7TH

Linda Crump

Barbara McHugh

14th

Brenda Farrer

Irene Entwistle

21st

Sylvia Bairstow

Mollie Ward

28th

Ann Gill

Lorna Bowling

(4th Aug)

Lois Porter

Lesley Lowe

SATURDAY CAFÉ JULY
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6th

Linda Barnes

Lesley Lowe

13th

Sylvia Bairstow

Mollie Ward

20th

No caffe

27th

No cafe

3rd Aug

No cafe

